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INTERACTIVE TEACHING RESOURCE
SESSION 4

The Omni God
Key Statement: Our God is 1) omniscient, 2) omnipresent, and 3) omnipotent.

Supplies Needed:
	Online article
	Video



INTRODUCE THE LESSON

Activity
Ask the following questions to your students and facilitate a quick discussion: How many of you believe that God knows all things and is in control of all things? How many of you want to be a part of something amazing in your life, something big? How many of you believe God has a plan for your life and that He is powerful enough to equip and enable you to accomplish it? 

After a brief discussion, read aloud the article from ChristianityToday.com about Zach Hunter: www.christianitytoday.com/iyf/hottopics/faithvalues/10.17.html

Discuss how Zach did something to make a difference in the world even at age 12. In such a short time he has made quite a difference, but he knows beyond a doubt that none of this would have been possible without Jesus. It is pretty amazing when God shares His power with us, thereby enabling us to fulfill His mission. 

Activity
For another different option in introducing the lesson, have students watch the video “Little Billy: My God is So Big” from Skitguys (can be found online). This is perhaps a better option for younger students as they begin to think about how big and all-powerful God is. (Note that the video is quite long and will certainly cut into your teaching time.) After the video, proceed onto the lesson. 


TRANSITION
God’s greatness is seen in many ways, some of which are His identity as King and the fact that He is eternal, immortal, and invisible. By learning these qualities of God, we not only catch a bigger glimpse of how awesome He really is, but hopefully love and trust Him all the more as the faithful King He is. 

Pressed for Time?
If you are pressed for time, instead of deciding which point(s) to cut out completely, consider condensing each point to allow all points to be discussed. Or, based upon the uniqueness of your group, decide which point(s) need to be emphasized and spend the majority of your teaching time there. 







